
  

Hello Devonshire, 
 
I hope you are all   
keeping safe and well. 
 
We have the reached 
the end of a challenging 
term. I’d like to begin 
by thanking all the  
Devonshire family for 
their support and    
commitment to not only 
providing the very best 
education for our pupils but also for maintaining the high safety standards we have 
set ourselves. 
 
It has been wonderful to have all the pupils back in school. They continue to be a 
credit to yourselves – working hard, behaving extremely well and being courteous 
and polite at all times. The staff are working tirelessly to catch up on any lost 
ground the pupils may have lost during lockdown. 
 
Today we have seen another example of the creative ways in which we engage our 
pupils. Dinosaurs have taken over Devonshire Primary Academy! 
 
Mr Simm 
Headteacher 

Thursday 1st April 2021   

HEADTEACHER’S MESSAGE BOARD 

5MT have been busy this week practicing 

their compass skills and drawing them in 

the playground.  

1T have been having some fun in the sun on our 
new play equipment. 
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Joke of the Week!! 
What is the Easter 

Bunny’s favourite music? 

Hip-Hop! 

You’ve got to be joking! 
 
The world has become a strange place over the 
last year, so this has not come as a surprise! 
Last night between 4.45 and 5.00 am we had an 
intruder alert on our systems and CCTV caught 
the amazing footage!  
A.Jester, a world renowned palaeontologist has 
messaged the school saying he believes that the 
dinosaur could have  been released from its sleep 
by the recent volcano eruption in Finland. 

He believes it is not 
dangerous but may 
be looking for   
somewhere to lay its 
eggs! 
We believe 6B may 
have more           
information about 
this amazing      
sighting! 

1T have been mixing paint to create different    
colours and painting a memory. 

Preschool  Aran A   

RG  Logan W RM  Hunter S 

1S Lilly– Rose B 1T Emelia P 

2B Arin A 2W Scarlett C 

3D Bobby T 3F Chelsey T 

4C Victoria K 4W Lexi L 

5D Scarlett Louise V 5MT George C 

6O Shaun S 6O Jack W 


